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With a constant media bombardment of information through radio, television, the internet, print, and
all the social media outlets, it is hard to find more than scant overviews on our state of economics or
current affairs.

On the internet, we are inundated with advertising popups before we can even get to a current
affairs story. Entertainment personalities and charming pets are often given more attention than
serious issues that affect us on a local and global level.  Thoughtful discussion of current affairs or
economics is typically absent from mainstream media.

The inundation of news stories about current events is often shocking, amusing, enraging, or
confusing.  A bombardment of news bites and headlines can leave us feeling anesthetized and
incapable of questioning core facts about current affairs to make any meaningful change.

Like politics and money, current events and economics are inextricably intertwined, so an impartial
economics blog that also addresses current affairs is one place to look for more thoughtful and
detailed information.  Current affairs and economics blog are interactive, offering the chance for
serious discussion about current affairs.

A Current affairs and economics blog provides a forum where serious discussion can take place
about current events from money issues to the environment, politics, and health care.  Such a forum
helps connect leaders, intellectuals, professionals, and concerned citizens. They can connect with
the common goal of problem solving problems in current events in a multidisciplinary way.

A current affairs and economics blog that provokes meaningful discussion should challenge the
status quo while welcoming constructive feedback.  A current affairs and economics blog that takes
a political stance on current events will be ineffective for change, as politically motivated topic
agendas are dismissive of opposing criticism.

Current events that require attention need long term attention versus entertaining or provocative
news bites or headlines.  A well-organized current affairs and economics blog should be easy to
navigate, with current events topics clearly laid out by topic and date postings.  You should have the
ability to subscribe to posts with the choice of maintaining the privacy of your name and email
address.

In the cacophony of media messages we face on a daily basis, taking the time to explore current
events through a well thought out current affairs and economics blog helps makes sense of the
noise.  By taking the time to read, think, and respond to current events, real dialogue, connections,
and ideas can be exchanged for meaningful change.
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Wideangle Thinking - About Author:
Wide Angle Thinking encourages open and honest discussion where old beliefs and ineffective
policies give way to focusing on the best way to achieve an equitable, sustainable prosperity for all.
Wide Angle Thinking strives to provide a more coherent and insightful perspective than what is
usually found in the media on current affairs and events, economics, the environment, healthcare,
leadership, politics, and other topics. For more information, visit a www.wideanglethinking.com  .
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